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Key Rating Drivers
Support and VR Drive IDRs: Santander Consumer Bank AG’s (SCB AG) Issuer Default Ratings
(IDRs) are driven by its Viability Rating (VR) and by Fitch Ratings’ view of the strong support
available from SCB AG’s ultimate parent, Banco Santander, S.A. (Santander; A-/Stable),
potentially channelled via SCB AG’s intermediate parent Santander Consumer Finance, S.A.
(SCF; A-/Stable). The Stable Outlook on SCB AG’s Long-Term IDR mirrors that on its parents.
SCB AG’s VR reflects its leading German car and consumer financing franchise that dominates
its business model, earnings, and risk profile, resulting in good asset quality, sound profits and
adequate capital, funding and liquidity profiles. The VR also factors in modest business model
diversification into mortgages and SME lending. Significant growth in these asset classes could,
in Fitch’s view, dilute SCB AG’s profitability and weaken its risk/return profile.
Deep Integration Underpins Support: We view Santander’s propensity and ability to support
SCB AG as very high, due to SCB AG’s deep integration, shared brand name and small size
relative to the group. Car and unsecured consumer financing are core group business lines. Fitch
believes that Santander would increase SCB AG’s capital to support organic growth and
acquisitions whenever needed, as it has in the past.
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Related Research

Focused, Profitable Business Profile: SCB AG’s sound interest margins in consumer finance and
good cost efficiency provide adequate loss-absorption capacity and enabled a resilient financial
performance in 2021, despite the pandemic. The short duration of its assets allows the bank to
reprice loans faster than universal banks, thus maintaining controlled interest rate sensitivity.

Fitch Affirms Santander Consumer Bank AG at
‘A-’; Outlook Stable (May 2022)

Sound Risk Profile: We expect the strong consumer finance expertise of SCB AG’s
management, sound execution record and tested risk management framework underpinned by
sound underwriting standards, to support SCB AG’s credit quality through the cycle.

Analysts

Resilient Asset Quality: Similar to its German competitors, SCB AG’s asset quality remained
healthy through the Covid-19 pandemic and into this summer. Fitch expects SCB AG’s impaired
loans ratio to deteriorate modestly in 2023, mainly due to recessionary pressure on households,
SMEs and the mobility sector. However, we expect SCB AG’s four-year-average impaired loan
ratio to remain below 2.5% in the medium term.
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Sound Pre-Impairment Profits: We expect the four-year-average operating profit/riskweighted assets (RWAs) to remain above 2% through the cycle. In the coming quarters, the ratio
could temporarily fall below that level as a challenging operating environment in Germany,
triggered by a Russian gas cut-off, would weaken loan demand. This could also lead to higher
loan impairment charges, which would only be partially offset by higher earnings from rising
rates.
Adequate Capitalisation: Our assessment of SCB AG’s capitalisation includes ordinary group
support as the bank relies on capital injections from the group to back significant loan growth
or acquisitions. The bank usually does not generate capital as it upstreams its full annual profits
to its German intermediate parent, based on a control-and-profit transfer agreement. However,
SCB AG has some flexibility to retain some of its profits as part of the group’s capital planning.
Diversified Funding, Strengthened Liquidity: SCB AG has diversified its funding profile and
strengthened its liquidity buffer in recent years. Granular retail deposits remain its main funding
source despite increasing opportunistic use of cheap central bank funding. The bank’s large
stock of unencumbered auto and consumer loans enables flexible management of its liquid
assets through the issuance of ECB-eligible retained asset-backed securities.
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Rating Sensitivities
Factors that Could, Individually or Collectively, Lead to Negative Rating Action/Downgrade
SCB AG’s IDRs would be downgraded if its VR is downgraded and if, at the same time, we estimate that the availability
of extraordinary support from Santander has decreased. A downgrade of Santander’s VR, the sale of a significant stake
in SCB AG or a decline in SCB AG’s strategic importance for the group could reduce the likelihood of extraordinary
support and trigger a downgrade of SCB AG’s Shareholder Support Rating (SSR).
SCB AG’s VR could be downgraded if the bank’s operating profit durably declines below 1.5% of RWAs without
credible prospects of restoring it above this threshold over the medium term, combined with a significant and
structural deterioration in asset quality. A downgrade of Santander’s VR could also put pressure on SCB AG’s VR as
the latter factors in ordinary support benefits from being part of the group.

Factors that Could, Individually or Collectively, Lead to Positive Rating Action/Upgrade
An upgrade of Santander’s IDRs would trigger an upgrade of SCB AG’s IDRs. An upgrade of SCB AG’s VR would require
an upgrade of Santander’s VRs as well as a major and sustainable increase in revenue diversification at SCB AG with
limited dilution of its operating profit/RWAs.

Other Debt and Issuer Ratings
Rating level

Rating

Deposit ratings (long-term/short-term)
Senior non-preferred
Senior preferred ratings

A/F1
AA/F1

Source: Fitch Ratings

SCB AG’s external senior non-preferred (SNP) debt rating is aligned with its Long-Term IDR, as we expect the bank
to continue to meet its resolution buffer requirements with SNP and more junior debt only.
The Derivative Counterparty Rating, long-term senior preferred (SP) debt and long-term deposit rating are all one
notch above the Long-Term IDR to reflect the protection accruing to preferred creditors from the SNP and junior debt
buffers. SCB AG is issuing its resolution debt buffers internally to SCF/Santander, with which it shares a resolution
group. The short-term SP debt and deposit ratings of ‘F1’ are the lower of the two options mapping to the long-term
ratings of ‘A’, because the liquidity and funding score of ‘bbb+’/stable prevents higher short-term ratings.
SCB AG’s ‘F2’ Short-Term IDR is aligned with Santander’s. It is also the lower of the two options mapping to the LongTerm IDR of ‘A-’, because SCB AG’s liquidity and funding score of ‘bbb+’/stable prevents a higher Short-Term IDR.

Significant Changes from Last Review
Deteriorating Economic Prospects
Fitch has lowered its GDP growth forecasts for Germany. We now expect the economic environment to deteriorate
in 2H22 and 2023 as the slowdown of the Chinese economy and the war in Ukraine hinder the post-pandemic
economic recovery. In particular, business and consumer confidence are affected by exacerbated supply-chain
disruptions, energy price inflation and raw material shortages.
The recent halt in supplies of natural gas from Russia to Germany highlight concerns that Russia uses gas exports as a
political tool. Russian natural gas accounts for about 19% of Germany’s primary energy consumption and the country
lacks viable short-term alternative energy supplies. The stop of Russian gas exports to Germany and the consequent
rationing to industrial users would therefore lead to a recession (Fitch forecasts GDP to shrink by 0.5% in 2023).
For German banks, we believe that asset-quality deterioration after a cessation of Russian gas supplies could be
material, particularly for exposures to vulnerable corporate sectors. However, we do not think that this deterioration
would result in wide-ranging downgrades of the German banks given that, for most banks, deterioration in asset
quality is not an immediate rating sensitivity due to the current sound asset-quality indicators.
German banks should also benefit from 2023 from improving pre-impairment operating profitability, which has been
the key weakness of the German banking sector for many years, following interest rate rises in the eurozone.
However, earnings improvements are likely to be gradual given most banks’ high proportion of fixed-rate lending,
particularly in residential mortgage lending, which at some banks has not been swapped into variable rate and will
therefore put pressure on margins.
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Ratings Navigator

The Key Rating Driver (KRD) weightings used to determine the implied VR are shown as percentages at the top. In cases where the implied VR is adjusted upwards or downwards
to arrive at the VR, the KRD associated with the adjustment reason is highlighted in red. The shaded areas indicate the benchmark-implied scores for each KRD.
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Financials
Summary Financials and Key Ratios
31 Dec 21

31 Dec 20

31 Dec 19

31 Dec 18

(USDm)

(EURm)

(EURm)

(EURm)

(EURm)

Summary income statement
Net interest and dividend income

1,211

1,071

1,010

1,055

1,148

Net fees and commissions

206

182

158

155

110

Other operating income

218

193

130

111

90

1,635

1,446

1,298

1,321

1,348

Operating costs

851

752

780

833

815

Pre-impairment operating profit

784

694

518

488

533

Loan and other impairment charges

182

161

124

33

65

Operating profit

603

533

394

454

468

Net income

602

533

394

454

463

33,259

29,407

29,749

30,497

30,402

- Of which impaired

666

589

528

537

566

Loan loss allowances

623

551

532

536

548

Net loans

32,636

28,856

29,217

29,961

29,854

Interbank

3,116

2,755

2,860

2,152

1,531

Other securities and earning assets

14,398

12,730

12,196

10,019

8,337

Total earning assets

50,149

44,341

44,273

42,133

39,722

Cash and due from banks

12,167

10,758

5,349

3,496

2,954

594

525

506

474

372

62,910

55,623

50,127

46,102

43,048

Customer deposits

26,454

23,390

22,774

23,170

22,719

Interbank and other short-term funding

11,845

10,473

7,254

4,999

5,374

Other long-term funding

18,902

16,712

15,217

13,298

10,475

Total funding and derivatives

57,201

50,576

45,245

41,467

38,567

1,500

1,326

1,161

1,238

1,194

462

408

408

333

223

3,747

3,313

3,313

3,063

3,063

Total operating income

Summary balance sheet
Assets
Gross loans

Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities

Other liabilities
Preference shares and hybrid capital
Total equity
Total liabilities and equity
Exchange rate

62,910

55,623

50,127

46,102

43,048

USD1 =
EUR0.884173

USD1 =
EUR0.821963

USD1 =
EUR0.89015

USD1 =
EUR0.873057

Source: Fitch Ratings, Fitch Solutions, Santander Consumer Bank AG
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Summary Financials and Key Ratios
31 Dec 21

31 Dec 20

31 Dec 19

31 Dec 18

Operating profit/risk-weighted assets

2.8

2.0

2.3

2.5

Net interest income/average earning assets

2.4

2.3

2.6

2.9

Non-interest expense/gross revenue

52.0

60.1

63.1

60.5

Net income/average equity

16.1

12.4

14.8

15.1

Ratios (annualised as appropriate)
Profitability

Asset quality
Impaired loans ratio

2.0

1.8

1.8

1.9

Growth in gross loans

-1.2

-2.5

0.3

-3.2

Loan loss allowances/impaired loans

93.6

100.8

99.8

96.8

0.5

0.4

0.1

0.2

Loan impairment charges/average gross loans
Capitalisation
Common equity Tier 1 ratio

15.0

14.4

13.0

13.9

Tangible common equity/tangible assets

5.6

6.2

6.2

6.7

Basel leverage ratio

7.3

7.5

7.0

7.4

Gross loans/customer deposits

125.7

130.6

131.6

133.8

Liquidity coverage ratio

519.6

236.6

187.8

169.1

45.9

49.9

55.4

58.6

Funding and liquidity

Customer deposits/total non-equity funding
Source: Fitch Ratings, Fitch Solutions, Santander Consumer Bank AG
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Support Assessment

The colours indicate the weighting of each KRD in the assessment.
Higher influence

Moderate influence

Lower influence

Strong Parent Support Assumed
SCB AG’s IDRs and SSR reflect our view that extraordinary support from Santander (either directly or via SCB AG’s
intermediate parent SCF) would be extremely likely, if needed. Several capital increases in recent years have
demonstrated the group’s willingness to provide SCB AG with ordinary support to facilitate its loan growth.
We consider SCB AG a key and integral part of Santander’s consumer finance activities. Santander’s VR of ‘a-’ and SCB
AG’s small size relative to the group underpin our view that Santander’s ability to support is very strong. SCB AG
shares its parent’s brand name, is closely integrated into SCF and, ultimately, into Santander’s organisation and
systems. These factors underpin our view of the strong availability of extraordinary support from Santander.
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Environmental, Social and Governance Considerations

Unless otherwise disclosed in this section, the highest level of ESG credit relevance is a score of ‘3’. This means ESG
issues are credit neutral or have only a minimal credit impact on the entity, either due to their nature or the way in
which they are being managed by the entity. For more information on Fitch’s ESG Relevance Scores, visit
www.fitchratings.com/esg.
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The ratings above were solicited and assigned or maintained at the request of the rated entity/issuer or a related
third party. Any exceptions follow below.
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DISCLAIMER & DISCLOSURES
All Fitch Ratings (Fitch) credit ratings are subject to certain limitations and disclaimers. Please read these limitations and disclaimers by
following
this
link:
https://www.fitchratings.com/understandingcreditratings.
In
addition,
the
following
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